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About
Jobcase
A social media platform dedicated to
empowering America’s workforce
Built on the premise of “people helping people,” Jobcase
is an online community where members can share work
advice and encouragement, find employment, and access
tools to make their “work life” portable and manageable.
By harnessing the power of Machine Learning, Big Data
and Blockchain technology, Jobcase is building a “future
of work” that empowers anyone to find success.

Headquartered in Cambridge, MA, USA
http://www.jobcase.com
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Describe mabl in 3 words:

“C o nvenient, Ef fec tive, Sim p l e .”
James Wilson,

QA Lead, Jobcase

Meet James.
James has been in QA for

The Jobcase platform has

almost 20 years, and besides

several major components

loving what he does, James is

to it - the community, job

driven by Jobcase’s mission

search, job application, and

to help people find work to

user profiles and resumes,

support their families.

t o n a m e a f e w. B u t J a m e s i s
the QA and automation team

J a m e s a n d h i s t e a m u s e Tr a v i s

for 13 developers across

CI and Jira in their software

three teams. He has to

delivery pipeline, and before

move between 3-4 different

mabl, James used Selenium

products and manage several

exclusively to automate his

deployments every day. His

tests in staging.

time is spread very thin.
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“With mabl, my time is spent
more on creating new tests. Not
only do I have a community of

The
Challenge

people on [the Friends of mabl]
Slack where I can ask questions,
but mabl just doesn’t break. It’s a
huge timesaver.”

Before mabl, James spent a huge

job search results from week to

chunk of his time fixing broken

week. As a result, certain aspects

Selenium tests. He notes: “I’d spend

of the Jobcase application simply

three hours a week, sometimes an

remained untested.

entire day, just fixing tests that
broke, or tweaking Selenium to run.”

It also wasn’t possible to distribute
testing to the rest of the team

The high cost of maintaining

because James was the only person

Selenium tests would have nixed

who could interpret passing and

the ROI of automating tests against

failing tests; there was no easy way

dynamic portions of the Jobcase

to share the results from Selenium

application, such as the job search

unless something in the app was

functionality which pulls varying

broken and threw a clear error.
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“We had at least 3 trained journeys
within our first 24 hours of running

Life
After
mabl

mabl, and we were able to fix
something based on some of the
defects mabl found. It’s is one of
the first test tools I’ve ever used
that actually does record and
playback in a really effective way.”

James is using mabl extensively to

mabl found within the first 24 hours

test his production environment.

of running.

He has journeys running on a daily
schedule and triggered after every

mabl’s robust auto-healing ability

deployment. He didn’t have the

has allowed James to write entirely

bandwidth to test in production

new test suites for untested parts

before, so he finds the data coming

of Jobcase, such as the job search

in hourly from mabl useful for

functionality mentioned earlier.

monitoring production.

mabl’s visual change detection
attests to mabl’s self-healing

With mabl’s link crawler, James is

ability: “mabl doesn’t fail when the

able to proactively find and address

content’s changed, so if it’s failing,

bugs beyond the scope of his test

it’s really failing. I can look at baseline

cases. For example, Jobcase was

vs. current screenshots, and see a

able to fix a bug in their login flow

warning about changing content, but

based on a JavaScript error that

the test itself didn’t break.”
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Moving
forward

James is planning to move
away from Selenium
completely and do all QA with mabl:
“I’d like to have one consistent

machines, reducing the time they’d

solution that’s delivering good

spend manually testing. mabl’s

results. With Selenium, just to get

performance data will also lend itself

the results of tests passing or failing

to be useful for the DevOps team in

out to people was painful. With mabl,

the future.

I have results right here and they can
“mabl allows us to have

look it up and look at them.”

a whole suite of tests for
another product that I never

mabl’s dashboard and automated

really even QA’d in production,

insights makes communicating test

which I could have never done

results easy. With the test results

with Selenium because I was

so accessible, this opens the door

already spending on average

for the development team to use

3 hours a week fixing broken
Selenium tests.“

mabl locally on their development
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Try mabl for free

